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Innovation, exquisiteness and architectural elegance are the key drivers of todayâ€™s buildings and
architectures. Architects and engineers are utilizing the best techniques and advanced
methodologies to erect the finest architectures that reflect the marvel of engineering as well as
aesthetics. They use the combination of extra hard and soft natural stones like marble, engineered
quartz and granite for the construction of modern homes. They use different types of stones both
natural and artificial to bring magnificent exclusivity to the homeâ€™s inner and outer ambience. Itâ€™s true
that stone usage gives exceptional appeal to the homes along with unmatched value.

Today, architects and engineers use light weight stone panels for the home and office purposes. In
fact, it is being used by home makers and real estate developers to give extraordinary charm to the
structures and breathes oxygen to it. It is also used because it lavishes distinctive and attractive
touches to the place. In order to provide sense of aesthetics, touch of strength and durability to the
interiors, people prefer light weight stone panels.

For ageless fireplace designs, people also use lightweight marbles. It gives versatility to fit in both
traditional and contemporary interiors. Lightweight stone panels are, in fact, the first choice of
people as they are custom made and include the part of granite, marble and limestone. They are
carefully and artificially assembled and prepared with a lamination of natural stones with aluminum
honeycomb or aluminum magnesium.

These are highly durable, exclusive, and eye-pleasing than any other natural stones. It
compressively looks perfect on decorative walls, exterior walls, exterior cladding of building fronts
for that amazingly awesome look. They can also be used for interior walls, near fireplaces, etc.
These are safer, affordable and supposed to be the nearest alternative of marble, granite and
limestone slabs. They are lightweight and one of the best suitable options for exteriors.

Lightweight stone panels come in a vast variety of colors, styles, patterns, finishes as well as
textures. People can select from the different available color options as per their needs, taste and
preferences. They are ideally solid, tough, soundproof, flexible and fireproof as well as humidity
proof. In fact, they possess the same quality as that of marble, granite and limestone. It can be
dismantled and reinstalled easily. It can be applied to various places including, but not limited to,
ceilings, floors, wall, kitchen, bathrooms, table top, aircraft, and yachts, etc.
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